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5p 2Pj\5d 2D3Õ2 transition matrix elements in atomic 87Rb
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A combined precision experimental and theoretical study of 5p 2Pj→5d 2D3/2 electric-dipole transition
matrix elements in atomic87Rb has shown that they are dominated by electron correlation. The relative size
and sign of the measured matrix element ratio is found to be 1.068~8!, in very good agreement with the value
of 1.135 obtained from relativistic third-order many-body perturbation theory.

PACS number~s!: 32.70.Cs, 31.30.Jv, 31.15.Md, 32.80.2t
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Determination of multipole matrix elements, quantiti
that define a scale of interaction between electromagn
radiation and atomic matter@1#, remains a fundamental prob
lem of considerable theoretical and experimental inter
Such quantities are important to a wide range of basic
applied problems, including determination of astrophysi
abundances of atoms in stellar atmospheres@2# and analysis
of atomic parity-violation experiments@3#. As opposed to
observables related to energy intervals in atoms or m
ecules, which may be determined to a precision of;10211

@4,5#, the best measurements of atomic dipole matrix e
ments have only recently achieved a precision of;5
31024 @6#. And despite remarkable advances in the dev
opment of relativistic many-body techniques in atomic ph
ics, calculations of electric-dipole matrix elements f
heavier atoms such as cesium have been limited to an a
racy of about 0.5%@7,9,10#. Nevertheless, at this level in
sight into important physical effects determining the mat
elements may be given. For example, a recent report of
culation of magnetic dipole matrix elements associated w
ns2S1/2→n8s 2S1/2 transitions in the alkali-metal atoms ha
revealed that negative-energy states can produce signifi
anomalies in the magnetic transition strength@11#.

A number of novel techniques have recently been app
to precise absolute and relative measurements of the stre
of resonance transitions in the heavier alkali-metal ato
These have included refined lifetime measurements
atomic-beam experiments@12#, photoassociative spectros
copy of cold atoms confined to atomic traps@13–15#, and
direct measurements of the natural width of the 3s 2S1/2
→3p 2P3/2 transition in Na@16#. Meticulous light-absorption
measurements have determined the relative strength o
Cs resonance transitions@17# to ;531024. It has also been
shown@18# that the frequency dependence of polarized R
leigh and Raman scattering of light from atoms depends s
sitively on the relative strengths of radiative transitions b
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tween manifolds of atomic levels. Further, recent expe
ments @19# on the 5s 2S1/2→5p 2Pj→8s 2S1/2 transition in
atomic Rb demonstrated that precision measurements o
polarization dependence of the two-photon transition rate
atoms can yield sum rules for combinations of atom
electric-dipole matrix elements.

We have made a combined experimental and theore
study of the 5s 2S1/2→5p 2Pj→5d 2D3/2 transition in atomic
87Rb. In this case, precision measurements of the nonr
nant two-photon, two-color linear depolarization spectru
show remarkable polarization-dependent interference st
ture which is partly due to the near degeneracy of the t
photons driving the process. From the measurements it
possible to extract the ratio of the reduced excited-state t
sition matrix elements for two contributing pathway
5p 2P3/2→5d 2D3/2 and 5p 2P1/2→5d 2D3/2. The ratio of re-
duced matrix elements for the multiplet transition shows
significant departure from the nonrelativistic limit of unity
To understand the results, we have performed third-or
many-body perturbation theory@7# calculations of the matrix
elements, including spin-orbit and relativistic effects in anab
initio fashion. The calculations reveal that, although the m
departure appears in the Dirac-Hartree-Fock values, ex
tionally large correlation contributions dominate the excite
state transition matrix elements.

The experimental scheme is illustrated in the inset to F
1, which shows low-lying energy levels for atomic Rb. Tw
independently tunable lasers having frequenciesv1 and v2
are adjusted to satisfy the two-photon resonance condi
v11v25v0, wherev0 is the resonance frequency of th
5s 2S1/2→5d 2D3/2 transition. Averaged over hyperfin
structure,v0525 700.56 cm21. In the weak laser fields o
the present experiment, there are two contributing virt
levels; these are indicated by the horizontal broken lines
Fig. 1. In the present case, these merge when one laser
quency is offset from the 5s 2S1/2→5p 2P3/2 transition by
about 33.7 cm21. In this paper detuning is defined asD1
5v12v3/2, wherev3/2512 816.58 cm21 is the resonance
frequency of the 5s 2S1/2→5p 2P3/2 transition. For the
5s 2S1/2→5p 2P1/2 transition, v1/2512 578.96 cm21. De-
tection of atoms promoted to the 5d 2D3/2 levels is achieved
by monitoring the 6p 2Pj→5s 2S1/2 fluorescence around 42
nm.
s,
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A diagram of the experimental apparatus is also show
Fig. 1. In the figure, laser 1 is a temperature-tuned dio
laser delivering around 40 mW in a bandwidth on the or
of 1 MHz, but having a combined jitter and drift of about 5
MHz in one minute. Feedback to the laser was prevented
a Faraday-type optical isolator that provided more than
dB of isolation over the spectral range of importance to
present experiment. In order to monitorv1, about 5% of the
output of the laser was directed to a wavemeter havin
precision of 30 MHz; calibration of the instrument again
the atomic resonance lines established the accuracy to a
100 MHz. The linear polarization of the laser-1 output w
purified by a Glan-Thompson prism having an extinction
tio of about 1025. Laser 2 was an external-cavity tuned d
ode laser operated in a single longitudinal mode. The la
provided 6–9 mW of power in a bandwidth typically stab
to less than 10 MHz over the several minutes required
make a scan over the two-photon resonance. The laser
piezoelectrically tuned over the two-photon resonances.
linear polarization of the laser was purified and made para
to that of laser 1 by means of a polarizing beam split
having an extinction ratio of greater than 1023. The linear
polarization direction of laser 2 was controlled to be eith
collinear with, or perpendicular to that of laser 1 by means
a liquid crystal retarder. The overall analyzing power of t
resulting polarimeter wasA .0.999.

The two beams were made to pass nearly collinea
(,0.01 rad! through a heated oven-cell arrangement. T
oven provided a temperature stability of60.1 K over the
range of 320–420 K used in the experiment. This cor
sponded to a Rb density range;1011 cm23 to 1013 cm23.
The cylindrical Pyrex cell had flat and uncoated windo
and contained isotopically purified87Rb. The signal fluores-
cence at 420 and 422 nm was collected at right angles to
laser beams by a short focal length lens (f ;3.8 cm) and
spectrally separated from scattered laser light and other fl
rescence channels by a colored-glass filter. The fluoresc
was detected by a blue-sensitive photomultiplier tube op
ating in a photon-counting mode. The signals were amplifi

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the excitation scheme and
experimental apparatus.
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with a fast preamplifier, and accumulated by a 100-M
photon counter–discriminator system. The typical count
rate was about 104 s21, making dead-time corrections neg
ligible. Laser scanning, polarization switching, and acqu
tion and storage of signals were managed by a LabVIE
based computer-controlled data acquisition system@20#.

The integrated and background-corrected signal when
two lasers have collinear polarization directions isSi , and
when they are perpendicular isS' . These may be combine
to form a linear polarization degreePL ,

PL5
Si2S'

Si1S'

.

The polarization degree, determined as a function of
detuningD1, is the main quantity measured in the expe
ment and compared with theoretical expressions. Polar
tion measurements were made over aD1 range of about
200 cm21, and for excitation out of bothF51 andF52
ground-level hyperfine components. ThePL values formed
from Si and from S' were free of measurable systema
variations due to the intensity of either laser 1 or laser
MeasuredPL values for excitation out of either theF51 or
the F52 ground-state hyperfine levels were also indep
dent of the Rb density. Final polarization measurements h
an average statistical uncertainty of about60.4%.

The measured linear polarization spectrum associa
with the 5s 2S1/2→5p 2Pj→5d 2D3/2 transition is shown in
the lower half of Fig. 2. First note that the spectrum
within the statistics of the measurements, independent of
initial ground-state hyperfine level~not shown in Fig. 2!.
This is due to the fact that the 5d 2D3/2 level decays pre-
dominately to the 6p 2P1/2 level, which can support no align
ment. Thus the radiation distribution cannot depend on ali
ment transfer, and only the considerably weaker 6p 2P3/2

e

FIG. 2. MeasuredPL and fittedDPL polarization spectrum for
the 5p 2Pj25d 2D3/2 ( j 51/2, 3/2) transition in Rb.
2-2
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→5s 2S1/2 would show anyF dependence. Estimates of th
size of the effect are consistent with the null experimen
result. The polarization spectrum shows distinctive interf
ence structure that is symmetric about a detuning
33.7 cm21 from the 5s 2S1/2→5p 2P3/2 transition. The
structure has two origins. First, at this detuning the tw
photon resonance condition is satisfied when laser 1 and
ser 2 have the same frequency. For detunings on either
of this, there are comparable contributions to the excitat
amplitude from either temporal order of photon absorpti
Second, excitation of the 5d 2D3/2 level has contributing am
plitudes~in principle! from all thenp levels; in the presen
case the 5p 2P3/2 and 5p 2P1/2 levels dominate. Even for the
largest detuning of about 150 cm21, the othernp levels
contribute at most a fraction of about 1023 of these levels.

Neglecting hyperfine structure, expressions for
frequency-dependent intensities for the 5s 2S1/2→5p 2Pj
→5d 2D3/2 transition are given by

I i5F 5

v12v1/2
1

5

v22v1/2
1

R

v12v3/2
1

R

v22v3/2
1pG2

,

I'5
3

4 F 25

v12v1/2
1

2R

v12v3/2
2

3R

v22v3/2
1q1G2

1
25

4 F 1

v12v1/2
1

2

v22v1/2
1

4R/5

v12v3/2

2
R/5

v22v3/2
1q2G2

.

In these expressionsp, q1, andq2 represent contributions o
np multiplet levels other than the 5p 2Pj levels. These quan
tities are weakly frequency dependent, and may be estim
from existing atomic data@21# to have the approximate va
ues ofp>1024, q1>2631025, andq2>3.631025; they
have a negligible effect on the polarization determined fr
the above equations over the frequency range of the d
The quantityR5R1(5s1/225pj )R2(5pj25d3/2) is a product
of ratios of reduced dipole matrix elements@22,8# for the
two-photon transition. It represents the ratio of transition m
trix elements for thej→ j 8 multiplet transition normalized by
evaluating associated angular-momentum recoupling co
cients. In the absence of relativistic influence on the redu
matrix elements,R51.

We have used these expressions to calculate the li
polarization spectrum withR51, and with thep, q1, andq2
values indicated; the result is shown as the solid line in
lower half of Fig. 2. From the figure it is evident that th
experimental data depart significantly from this predictio
particularly at larger detunings. This may be seen m
clearly in the upper part of Fig. 2 , which shows the devia
tion of the polarization from the curve as a function of d
tuning. We have made a least-squares fit of the data, usiR
as an adjustable parameter. The solid curve shown in
upper portion of Fig. 2 minimizes the deviations and is o
tained forR51.067(7), representing a strong departure fro
the nonrelativistic limit ofR51. Note that the sign ofR is
also determined from the measurements to be positive.
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value may be further reduced by using recent precision l
time measurements of the Rb resonance transitions@12#,
which give R1(5s1/225pj )50.999(1) for the matrix ele-
ment ratio. Thus we obtain the excited-state transition ra
of matrix elements asR2(5pj25d3/2)51.068(8). Although
the sign ofR1(5s1/225pj ) is not determined from the life-
time measurements, it is unlikely that the reduced ma
elements change sign within the 5p resonance line doublet
Thus the ratioR2(5pj25d3/2) should also be positive.

We have employed relativistic third-order many-bo
perturbation theory~MBPT!, described in detail in Ref.@7#,
to calculate the 5pj25dj 8 transition matrix elements. The
calculations start from ‘‘frozen core’’ Dirac-Hartree-Foc
~DHF! orbitals and include spin-orbit and other relativist
effects in anab initio manner. To make relativistic effect
apparent, we present in Table I a breakdown of the variou
many-body contributions to the 5pj25dj 8 reduced matrix
elements, divided by corresponding values of reducedC1
matrix elements, whereC1 is the normalized spherical har
monic @8#. In the present case, retardation effects are do
nated by the many-body contributions.

From Table I, we note that correlation corrections cons
tute more than 70% of the total value, in contrast to t
principal 5s1/225pj transition, where correlations contribut
at only a 5% level@9#. The dominant effect is due to Bruck
ner orbital~BO! corrections, corresponding to a reaction
the valence electron to the induced core polarization. T
BO contributions were calculated using the second-or
self-energy operator and include both third- and fourth-or
corrections. The random-phase approximation~RPA! correc-
tions, describing shielding of the applied field and usua
equally important, are also significantly lower. Structural
diation ~SR! and normalization~Norm! diagrams are contrib-
uting at an even lower level. We note that matrix eleme
connecting the 5p 2P3/2 level with the 5d 2D3/2 level and
with the 5d 2D5/2 level are close in value, demonstrating th
d states are minimally affected by the relativistic core reg
due to the centripetal barrier. The penetratingp states are
effected by spin-orbit interaction much more strongly; t
ratio of 5p3/225d3/2 and 5p1/225d3/2 reduced matrix ele-
ments in the lowest~DHF! order is 1.435. The core
polarization~BO! correction, being a long-range effect, di
fers for these transitions at only a 4% level and together w
other many-body contributions brings the matrix element
tio to R2(5pj25d3/2)51.135, in very good agreement wit
the experimental value. We point out that third-order MBP
estimates for matrix elements of the principal 5p1/225s1/2
transition are known to agree with experiment at a 1% lev

TABLE I. Breakdown of many-body contributions to selecte
electric-dipole matrix elements~in a0) in Rb.

5d5/225p3/2 5d3/225p3/2 5d3/225p1/2

DHF 0.3182 0.3033 0.2115
RPA 0.0848 0.0855 0.0874
BO 0.6325 0.6447 0.6129
SR1Norm 20.0117 20.0119 20.0118
Total 1.0238 1.0216 0.9000
2-3
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Due to the much larger correlation contribution to 5pj
25dj 8 amplitudes, we expect the present third-order resu
be less accurate. Even better precision could be achieve
calculations in the framework of relativistic all-order met
ods @9#. Finally, note that due to the large correlations, t
results calculated in the length and velocity form agree a
10% level. However, the corresponding ratioR2 differs by
only ;2%.

The points to be emphasized are the following. First, p
cise linear polarization spectra have been determined for
5s 2S1/2→5p 2Pj→5d 2D3/2 multiplet transitions in 87Rb.
The spectra show marked interference structure assoc
with both orders of photon absorption, and with contrib
tions from the two 5p multiplet components to the transitio
amplitude. The high quality of the measurements, wh
have a fractional uncertainty of;831023, reveals a signifi-
cant departure in the transition matrix element ratio from
nonrelativistic case. The associated intensity ratios would
modified by about 15% in this case. Second, third-order r
n
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tivistic many-body calculations of the matrix elements allo
extraction of the important physical contributions. The r
sulting calculations are in very good agreement with
measurements, permitting interpretation of the effect as
to modification of Dirac-Hartree-Fock values by the diffe
ential effect of core polarization in the 5p multiplet compo-
nents; the DHF values and the resulting electron correla
contribution to the reduced transition matrix elements
count for nearly all the departure from the nonrelativis
value. Finally, as thed state does not strongly penetrate t
core, and the main effect is on the 5p wave functions, tran-
sitions involving one penetrating state and a relatively n
penetrating state may serve as better indicators of relativ
effects than transitions between two penetrating orbitals.
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